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Family policy in developed countries

• Promoting choice for parents in reconciling 
work and family life

• Enabling people to have children at the time of 
their choice 

• Mobilising hitherto unused labour supply

• Enhancing  gender equity

• Reducing family poverty and enhancing child 
development



Family poverty and well-being messages

• Families are at a higher risk of poverty 
than the total population

• Despite strong economies pre-crisis, no 
real progress has been made in poverty 
reduction

• Family well-being outcomes are evolving 
in different directions

• The knowledge base / indicators and 
indices can be improved on



Child income poverty rates in Europe
In all but 7 European countries, children are at a higher risk of poverty

At risk of poverty rate (cut-off point: 60% of median equivalised income after social transfers), 2009

Source: EUROSTAT, June 2011
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Redistribution and poverty reduction
Only the Norwegian social security system reduces child poverty risks more 

than population poverty risks

Reduction in the at risk of poverty rate (cut-off point: 60% of median equiv. inc.) after social transfers, 2009

Source: EUROSTAT, June 2011
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Source: OECD2008, Growing Unequal?

Family policies are working harder

Poverty rates before and after transfers, changes since 1985



Poverty risk trends by age
Over time poverty risks evolve in different directions, Europe-wide children 

are marginally worse off

Changes in relative at risk of poverty rate by age (60% of median equiv. inc.) after social transfers, 2009

Source: EUROSTAT, 2011
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Poverty risks are shifting

Source: OECD2008, Growing Unequal?



No evidence of consistent poverty 
reduction

Trends in poverty rates in OECD regions, mid-1980 to late-2000



Children at risk of social exclusion
The nature of both welfare and work, and their interaction, can lead to 

contradictory messages along similar measures

Intersections of Europe 2020 Poverty Target Indicators by age (0 to 17 years), 2009

Source: EUROSTAT, June 2011
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Some issues with income poverty...

• ... or problems with a policy-friendly 
indicator

• Mis- or under-reporting

– Earned income and benefits

• Arbitrary thresholds, equivalisations

– By age / disability

• Missing populations (homeless families)

• Cash as a ‘catch-all’ for families and children

• Might not represent societal progress



Good evidence of policy change

Public spending on family benefits in cash, services and tax measures, 
as a percentage of GDP, 2003* and 2007



Spending patterns by age

Source: OECD forthcoming (preliminary data)



Bigger spenders better outcomes
Associations between spending types and risks of poverty during childhood



Early years interventions matter …

Correlations between spending relative to family income and children's outcomes circa 2007

Source: OECD  Doing Better for Families



…for family outcomes too!
Correlations between spending relative to family income and female labour market's outcomes 

2007-2009

Source: OECD  Doing Better for Families



Source: OECD forthcoming (preliminary data)

Equivalised net household income in employed households as a ratio of the total poverty threshold 2008

Poverty risks and the lifecycle



Work by age and number of children

Source: OECD (2011), Doing Better for Families, OECD, Paris.

Fewer mothers are employed in larger and younger families



Childcare, working mothers and child poverty

Source: OECD (2011), Doing Better for Families, OECD, Paris.



Relative effects, joint efforts
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Different impacts of benefit type on risks of poverty during childhood



In child support, coverage counts
Relationship between reduction in child income poverty in sole-parent families 

due to child support coverage and the amount of child support payments 



Family policies and the crisis

• Stimulus: temporary cash benefit 
increases, some evidence for childcare 
expansions  (examples in Germany, Italy, 
Austria)

• Austerity: freezing child payments and 
restrictions to coverage, cuts to baby 
grants, reducing leave lengths, cuts to 
housing benefits (examples in the United 
Kingdom, Spain, Finland)



Some relevant links

www.oecd.org/els/social

www.oecd.org/els/social/expenditure

www.oecd.org/els/social/family/database

www.oecd.org/els/social/childwellbeing


